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This is the wildly improbable tale of what happened the morning Ben Madden killed himself.As you

have probably guessed, things didn't exactly go according to plan.It's not every day that you swig a

bunch of pills, close your eyes and then open them again, only to see God himself seated across

from you.I guess you could call it a "near death experience", however for Ben it seemed different.

But doesn't everyone say that?When he tells people about what happened that morning, they

invariably ask "How do you know it wasn't a dream?". All he can say is that he found out some

things about his past that he is pretty darn sure he had no way of knowing. But hey, maybe it was a

dream. A beautiful, life-changing dream that gives his future new-found possibilities and his past

new-found clarity.
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Yes, this book is a good read; you'll wish it was longer. The subject matter is one man's experience,

but the book is what it purports to be, a book about God and the Afterlife. But it is more than that. A



life hereafter is confirmed, but don't expect dogma, Angels, or even a tunnel. Instead, there is

hardship, broken lives, alcohol, pills, and the author's attempted suicide. Through it all, this book is

profound because it is so down to Earth. It demonstrates there is nothing more practical than God,

life, and love here and hereafter.

Short and sweet, interesting story.

This was a really interesting read. Since I am a spiritually oriented person, I could connect with

almost all of it. Being spiritual makes life so much simpler and books like this can help people get in

touch with a higher power. It really is the softer easier way.

I would recommend this to everyone who is considering suicide for the wrong reason(sick people

excluded).The best part is about heaven/hell being manifestations of what is inside of each of us

which explains different ndes.

If this book is really true, then I learned many valuable lessons. If not, then the book is cruel in that it

gives hope when it should not. I very sincerely hope the events depicted are as written.

So very thankful each new day for a fresh start to see where God will lead me TODAY! Just

knowing that I never have to be alone again and that I too can walk in the sunlight of his spirit each

day if I so choose. Glory be to God.

Good thing I didn't pay for this, I couldn't finish reading this...this whatever. I read m maybe 15

pages and just couldn't go on. Thumb s down, unfortunately (Next!!!)
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